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Some Thought~; .:....:. :J. Uniform.
Gen~ric Command Interface
ABSTRACT
We study the usefulness of having a uniform command iil.terface with the help
of generic commands. Generic commands are a sman set of commands that are
available globally and cause the right action to be perlormed in the right place.
These commands result in the user having to remember only a. basic set cf natural
commands. The choice of key bindings to the generic comma.nds is under the control
of the user while the generic commands themselves are bound to in~erface functions
by the interface programmer. Greater flexibility with more customization is thus
obtained. We consider generic commands as a generalized Do What I Mean [DWTh1j
mechanism. Local abbreviations and global flags, over which the user has control,
are also considered in the context of generic commands. The concept of generic
commands is examined on a system-wide basis.
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Much effort has been made to improve the interface provided to users of various
systems. Of late a concerted effort has been made to give more attention to the
user interface when a new system is designed [DeT80, LamB3]. A. common pitfall
of a programming environment is its inherent complexity combined with the lack
of a uniform interface. Furthermore, addition of ad hoc features to improve the
interface only increases its complexity. We explore an alternative way: unify the
existing interfaces into a more uniform one.
We approach the problem of a uniform interface with the idea of generic com-
mands as an integral part of a recognizable front end to the computing environment.
This research is part of the DASH (Dynamic Access to Shared Hosts) IKor84J project l
which is the intelligent terminal portion of the TILDE [CKT84] research project.
DASH uses the workstation as an agent, to access network services and to interact
on behalf of the user with programs running on one or more remote host processors.
We first give a brief introduction to the notion of generic commands by considering
the work that has already been done in this regard.
In their paper "Structured Graphics for Distributed Systems" [LaN84], Lantz
and Nowicki lament the absence of state-of-the-art command interfaces. Taey point
out the need for h'igher level shon circuiting via generic editing facilities. The con-
cept of generic commands is not entirely new ICar82, SIK82b l Weg84]. According
to Wegmann [Weg84L generic commands are a small set of commands that can be
used throughout the system. Smith et al. [SIK82b] give a more precise definition
when they describe generic commands as a means to get at the underlying prin.
dpies by stripping away the extraneous application-specific semantics. A related
paper (SIK82aJ clea.rly outlined the need for generic commands. However
l
stress
was laid on one particular command (move) as the context was an object oriented
architecture. We consider generic commands on a broader scale without narrowing
our view to a particular application area. We define generic commands as the small
set of commands that can be used anywhere in the programming environment with
a fair expectation of the "right" thing to ha.ppen in the right place. A basic premise
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is that a new user will try the command expecting that command to perfonn some
action and it actually does. This has been more colorfully described as the law
of least astonishment [DeTBO]. We also hope to free the user from having to re-
member several dozen commands, the functionality of which are similar and can be
abstracted.
Our view of generic commands has three conceptual layers:
• input event layer
• generic commands layer
• interface function layer
The three-level approach is used to allow the user to rebind the generic com-
mands to any desired keystroke and at the same time to allow the user to write new
functions to which he can bind keys. We differentiate between users and program-
mers as follows: users are more likely to change the bindings of tile keystrokes while
programmers are more likely to change existing functions or write new ones. Of
course, the ability to write new functions brings the added responsibility of having
to decide to which generic command it should be bound.
The example programming environment being considered here is EMACS
IStaBI]. EMACS (Editing Macros) is a widely-used extensible, customizable edi-
tor. EMACS is an evolving programming environment. It has an extension language
MLisp (Mock-lisp, a lisp-like language) that allows access to basic editing opera-
tions and a set of programming primitives for combining them into functions that
can be bound to keystrokes. These functions are executed whenever the correspond-
ing keystrokes are typed. We add a new layer (that of generic commands) between
the keystrokes and the functions.
In the rest of the paper we look at the motivation for generic commands and
a local implementation before going on to see how this concept can be generalized
beyond the editor.
2. Motivation
Dijkstra [Dij76j characterized the structure of programming language con-
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struets in terms of loops, assignment statements, and recursive calls. \Vinograd
[Win79] added processes to this model and stressed the need for "combining objects
into a structured object." We consider generic commands to be (abstract) struc-
tured objects whose components are functions that are selected on the basis of the
mode. Our idea is to make use of a few simple, easily remembered commands to
specify functions across a wide variety of modes, where a mode can be considered to
be an environment or a context. While the precise function of the generic command
might vary with the current context it would still be what the user might consider
natural [Lam83j.
We will pick an elementary set of generic commands and try to model most of
the applications around these. Because the model is incremental we can add new
generic commands, bindings to these commands, and possibly new functions.
One example of a generic cornman': is next. Depending on the context that
the user is currently in, next can be bound to the appropriate function. Suppose
the user is perusing his mail messages. The generic command next could be bound
to a function that not only moves on in the list of messages but displays the next
message as well. When editing, the same command next moves the cursor to the
next line.
The keystrokes need only be bound to the generic commands and not to any
explicit functions that actually carry out operations. Thus, changing context does
not necessarily mandate rebinding. We have thus separated the syntax and seman-
tics of the binding issue to free the user from having to worry about the semantics.
A distinction between novice and advanced users has to be made here: novice users
normally do not write new functionsj this is usually the task of the programmer or
the advanced user. The programmer can take advantage of the functionality of the
generic command in the current context to alter the function or create one if it does
not exist.
The central idea of the DASH generic command interface is a generalization of
the DWIM [Tei84J idea. Teitelman's stress on DWIM was more on automatic error
correction and implicit assistance. No attempt was made to simplify the binding
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mechanism between tlle keystrokes ::'..nd the functions. We bind generic commands
to function names in a uniform manner. Users have to remember only a small set
of commands but can make use of a large set of operations.
Extreme examples of the lack of uniformity and clarity in existing systems
abound. As an example, in EMACS the key-binding AX_Ap is bound by default to
the function that copies a range of characters to a file (write-region-to-file) in most
modes except in mail-handling mode (mh-mode) where it updates the list of mail
messages received (pack-folder). The two functions are radically different having no
functionality whatsoever in common. IT we had a generic command copy we would
expect it to copy the region to a file when we are editing a file, copy files in dired-
mode (directory editing mode) and copy a message to another folder in mh-mode.
Similarly, the generic command update would update the folder by removing the
marked headers in mh-mode, write out a modified text file to backup storage when
we are editing a file. In other words, the user is aware that he is indeed updating
some information, whether it is a file that has been modified, a set of messages that
has been scanned and marked, or a. source program that has been modified and
needs to be compiled.
The problem is not the obscure bindings of keystrokes to functions, but the
fact that the way to specify a particular operation is shrouded in a mysterious
command syntax. To remove the shroud we should resort to better and more
meaningful commands or keystrokes. The DWIM mechanism, although powerful in
its own right, is not general enough to handle this problem. The DWllvI mechanism,
which is implemented as a single key (the DWIM key), usually performs the most
appropriate thing in the current context. The limitations of the DWIM mechanism
lie in the fact that it is capable of doing only one "right" thing. The DWIM key
should do the "most appropriate" thing at any given instant. The most appropriate
thing clearly varies with the user. IT we are leafing through a man folder we can use
the DWIM key to read the next message. Should the current message be deleted or
should it be left alone? Should we return the user to whatever he was previously
doing if we are at the end of the message folder? H we attempt to incorporate all
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of this into the DWlhi key jt would soon be ovedoadeci with de~ailg cl.ild lose its
generality. Already the DWIM key maintains context and some hiotmy in order to
decide what is the right thin.~ to do. If we force it to look at the mode, the local
keybindings and the local flags I we will not only have an o·...erloaded DWIM: key, but
a difficult one to implement as well. Rather than vary the meaning of the DWIJ\.1
key with the idiosyncrasies of the user, it is more a:;propriate to provide the ~Ber
with a uniform set of generic commands that he car:. bind to key:; of his choice and
do all the "appropriate" things just as easily.
The drawback of DWIM: lies in the fact that it :r. }mited to one key - generic
commands provide ma.ny DWIM keys without forcin~ ~ie user to pay a significant
price in having to remember strange comma.nds. "f':~.) crc~da.l point ~o observe is
that the functionality of the generic co:::n.mand co::;';:;,~.;Jt is different from that of
DWIM:. DWIM: js meant to be more of an automatic .....·ror corrector while generic
commands are not jnvolved in the syntactic part 0:.." _~ interaction with the user.
Generic commands are sjmilar to DWIM in the senSl ....:J.t they aid the usei" wj~h the
facility to select the appropriate function in the CU~Tent context. However, it goes
beyond providing a simple Do What I Mean facillt:i ~y making the correct function
available to the user in the present context. As the~·.a are quite a few functions that
are available to the user in any given context it ic :"':'ard to satisfy his ~eeds with a
singie DWIM key. The feasibility of the generali~<:.~:onof DWIM can be seen here-
the DWIM mechanism can be overlaid with the g~_~ric command mechanism.
We will now examine what ~he user has to know about generic commands, what
control he has over them, and where he can use them. The user can rebind ke~rs to
any or all of the generk commands. In turn, he can rebind the generic commands
themselves to different functions by incorporating his own library routines or by
changing the existing ones. H a pa.rticular generic command, for example, next,
is not to his liking and he does not wish to use it, he can use the cOmLland by
specifying the full name (e.g., m!l--next-line). However, the user is more likely to
use next. next, being a generic command, is not restricted to mail-handling mode
alone. It can be used, fOi' example, when an entire directory 1s being edited (dired)J
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or when editing ordinary text.
3. Beyond the editor
The universality of generic commands may not be clear due to the ':Oil3tant
stress that has been made so iar on the editor. We can easily extend the idea
beyond the editor. A good example is David Korn's UNIX command interpreter,
called ksh ISte84]. Ksk has incorporated the features of the Bourne Shell [Bau781,
the original command interpreter of the UNIX operating system [RiK741 and some
of the features of the C-shell lJaY83J. The Korn shell maintains a historl of the
commands typed and permits command line editing. The user can specify which
editor his command line manipulations should be patterned after. All the commands
that are used in the editor specified can then be used to manipulate the command
line. This unification of the editing environment and the command line environment
simplifies modification of previous commands that the user has typed. This is also
useful if he wants to execute a command repeatedly.
For example, to redisplay the previous command that was typed to the shell the
user types the equivalent of the prev£ous line command of the editor. He cOi.!ld then
manipulate the command line using the editing commands of the specified editor. In
short, it provides him with a one line window where he can use his editor com.:nands.
In our view this is a generic command facility on a limited basis. The user's ability
to redisplay the previous line is making use of the generic command prer; - which
in command mode redisplays the previous command in his command history list.
His manipulations of the command line are possible since the editor comm.:::.nds are
available on a system wide basis. Modifying the shell to unify it with the other
parts of the programming environment is a growing trend shown by another recent
system WSH [BBM84]. In this system, windows represent virtual terminals and
the shell is combined with a window manager. This does not, however, attempt to
provide a uniform interface globally.
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4. Other applications of generic commanda
In this section we show how the introduction of generic comrnandfJ can help
make the interface to other system features clearer. In most programming envi-
ronments there are user configurable parameters called flags. Flags can be viewed
either as a toggle mechanism or a variable which usually has one of a few values.
Here we consider the variables (flags) that are defined within EMACS which can be
set at startup time and can also be altered dynamically. They are essentially con-
figuration parameters. Flags are used to specify several things: a typical example is
scroll-step, which is used to specify the number of lines the window must be scrolled
when the point of insertion moves out of the window. This variable can be set to
the appropriate value depending on the mode. By default it may move the insertion
point to the middle of the window but if the current major mode is command-mode,
it should probably move one line down. In other words, these flags should not be
global: they should have buffer and mode-specific values. The generic commands
can aid in thjs. For example, next may cause the value of the scroll-8tep to be reset
to the appropriate value depending on the mode in which next gets executed.
EMACS is a fairly large package and as each flag has varying degrees of usefulness
most users need not be (and are not) aware of them. While there are a few local
flags (Le., mode-specific), the flags most commonly used suffer from an affliction,
viz., they are global. While it is true that some flags do deserve to be global (e.g.,
8ilently-exit-emacs) there are several flags which should not be global- in fact they
should change with the mode and be the "right" one for that particular mode. For
example, wrap-long-lines is used to specify whether a user wants long lines to be
clipped or not. If the lines are not clipped they are displayed in a wrapped around
fashion with a marker at the end of the long line. IT a user is in handling mail, he
would usually like the flag wrap-lang-lines to be turned on to prevent words from
being clipped off the end of the screen. At the same time the buffer which displays
the header of the mail (usually consisting of sender, date and probably first line of
message) should probably have its long lines clipped, not wrapped. Of course, we
could modify the MLisp library routines to effect this change. This would imply
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that a lot of flag changes (possibly needless) would be made every time we change
mode. The real problem is that that these flags are global.
We demonstrate the usefulness of the generic command create. Depending
on the current context, c.eate creates a. buffer with certain attributes set. For
example, if create is invoked when the major mode is text-mode, the new buffer will
automatically inherit the characteristics of this mode. Thus, all the abbreviations
that are valid in text-mode are turned on, the space character gets redefined so that
one can continue to type without pressing return and the lines will not extend_p!1$.t
a predefined margin. The benefits of this command can be seen in other contexts
as well. Suppose the user is processing mail messages. A fairly common action is
replying and instead of having an extra command called reply we suggest that the
user use create. In the present context create will automatically set up the header
for the reply message (including things like who the reply is for and a brief reference
to the message being replied to). If the user is looking at the list of mail messages
(as opposed to a particular message), invoking create will cause an empty draft to
be created. This brings out another facet of generic commands, the elimination
of needless mode-specific commands. Commands like reply (used to reply to a
specific message) or compose (used to compose a message to be sent to someone)
can be eliminated if the globally available generic commands are used. When we
advocate generic commands, we are not introducing a. new set of commands. On the
contrary, we eliminate a plethora of commands and replace them with a succinct
set of commands that are wide:ly usable.
If the present context is command-mode then create attempts to edit a file
(whose name is required as an argument). This brings us to the other impor-
tant point that has not been mentioned so far: generic commands, like any other
commands, take arguments at times. These arguments are also dependent on the
context. Thus, if create is invoked in command mode the user is prompted for an
argument - viz., a file name to be edited or created.
Another example is the generic command help. Novice users use this to get
information about the available commands and expert users use this to find out the
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parameters of a certain procedure. The generic command hdp is mapped to the
system command for help (i.e., man in UNIX) in command mode. In other contexts
it gives a brief summary of valid commands. As a more precise example, in EMACS
help is bound to the describe-word-in-buffer command which in specific language
contexts returns the type of the function and its arguments.
Some of the generic comma.nds we are considering and the places they are most
likely to be used are shown in the appendix.
5. Future Directions
Another aspect we intend to explore is the interaction of the style modules [Car821
with the extension language and the generic command mechanism. Carey has de-
fined interaction style as the user's perception of a dialogue with the computer
which includes interaction techniques and display layout. Interaction style can be
considered at both the syntactic a.nd semantic levels, and specifications can be made
in corresponding modules. We believe that style modules have a close relationship
to the generic command mechanism. The user can specify his choice of interfaces
not only to the editor but to the entire system. Carey considers style mainly at
the semantic level where, for example, the users can specify if they would prefer
process oriented or result oriented requests. The example cited there is that of an
editor always being in input mode (like EMACS, which is why it is considered to be
a modeless editor). This style is result oriented, because we see the result of our
keystroke instantly.
Further extensions will be in places where the abstract concept of generic com-
mands can be used. We consider the example of keybindings and functions to be
just one application. Other applications can be in the area of database queries
(a generic query will be translated into an appropriate query depending on the
relation).
6. Conclusion
The conclusions that were reached at the end of our stuily dearly showed that
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there were indeed se'Ver~ illcon8jstenci~s in the way cOmID2.L.d syntJ.x had ,:.'~·oh;-ed
and lihe way bindings wc::c done. The user should !:ave control over hi!) progra.m.mi.Ilg
environmentj he 5h01':1(: ))e able to change the default bindings to suit his liking) and
should not be required to remember strange and obscure keystroke bindings. The
three-level approach of binding keystrokes to generic commands and binding generic
commands to functions provides a uniform and simple in-~eIla.ce to the system.
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